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I’ve been shooting since I was four years old. I’m 50 now, and

I can shoot pretty much any type of rifle, shotgun, or pistol I

want to, in a wide variety of situations. While I enjoy all types

of shooting, my true passion is for airguns; it’s where I began

my shooting career and it’s provided me with everything I

need throughout my shooting life. 

As I grew and improved my range of shooting skills, my

airguns grew with me and I became ever more fascinated

by how they worked, how they could be improved and how

I could improve the way I used them. My shooting became

a passion, and airguns were the focus of that passion. 

From those early times, all the way to the present, I’ve

shared my sport with some remarkable people, who also

shared my passion. Inventors, engineers, world-class

marksmen, hunters of all descriptions and a whole range of

experts and enthusiasts have inspired me and increased my

enjoyment of shooting. Among these remarkable people

was a young man from Sweden, who was introduced to me by

John Ford, the founder of Sportsmatch UK. As I exchanged

pleasantries with Fredrik Axelsson that day, I couldn’t have

known that I was shaking hands with someone who would

go on to change the face of modern airgunning.

After our first meeting, Fredrik and I went our separate

ways, but I would receive regular updates from John Ford

about the discoveries made by Fredrik and how much the

young man’s industry and inventiveness had not only

impressed John, but had inspired new directions in his own

developments. John Ford once told me that he consid ered

Fredrik Axelsson to be the most talented airgun engineer

he’d ever met. Praise indeed, from a man respected throug -

hout the airgun industry, not just for his achievements, but

for his honesty and integrity. John Ford spotted something

special in Fredrik Axelsson and that faith was well founded.

The potential of Fredrik’s early years has now come to full

fruition via FX Airguns.

Like John Ford, Fredrik Axelsson and every airgun hunt-

ing expert I’ve had the pleasure to meet throughout my years

of shooting, I use air rifles because I appreciate their quiet,

efficient, precision. Modern air rifles, and especially those

produced by companies with the worldwide reputation of

FX Airguns, are capable of total accuracy, extraordinary

consistency, and a variety of power outputs to suit an even

wider variety of hunting and pest-control situations. The mod-

ern air rifle is a precision hunting machine that will translate

the skills of its owner into success in the field. But there’s

more to hunting with airguns than their pure efficiency.

Air-powered hunting rifles from FX Airguns can be used

where no other rifle would be suitable. The ability to adjust

the power of these rifles renders them safe, silent and

extremely efficient when clearing rats and pigeons from

buildings and other short-range situations, after which the

rifles can be instantly adjusted to cope with small game at

greater ranges. Few, if any, hunting rifles offer the versatility

of an FX Airguns sporter.

These virtually recoilless rifles can easily place their

shots inside a 20mm circle at 50 metres range, and the

auto-reload capability of an FX air rifle can have the next shot

ready in less than a second, with the semi-automatic models

even faster. Fit a silencer to the ready-threaded barrel and

you instantly add stealth to your hunting armoury. The modern

air rifle opens a vast new world of sporting potential. 

On several occasions, I have personally taken over 100

rabbits in a single night, using an FX Airguns hunting rifle. I

have also used the very same rifles to clear infestations of

feral pigeon from premises where only the precision culling

capabilities of my FX rifles made the job viable. With near-

silent shooting at my disposal, and the ability to take shot

after shot without the disturbance of loud muzzle-blasts, my

air rifles equip me like no other piece of shooting hardware

possibly could. Air-power is one of the most practical and

versatile systems of them all, and FX Airguns takes that

system to a new level.

Having enjoyed the use of FX Airguns over the years, I

wanted to find out more about them and to see how they

were made. In June of 2006 I visited the FX Airguns factory

and saw for myself what Fredrik Axelsson had built from his

ideas and inventions. No shooting man could fail to be

impres sed by the degree of research, pre-production testing

and quality control involved in the production of FX airguns.

Like the airguns themselves, the emphasis is on quiet

precision and performance to the highest standards.

For me, it was gratifying to see the drive and passion

that so impressed those that met Fredrik Axelsson when

he began his career, had not only been maintained, but

increased. Experience and the encouragement of success

have added even greater direction to the quest for ultimate

performance, and, at FX Airguns, innovation is now part of

the process. This is a company that makes fine airguns, and

then strives to make them finer still. There is a genuine com-

mitment to excellence, here, and it’s certainly reflected in

the products.

Since meeting up with Fredrik Axelsson and spending

time studying his methods and products, I now realise that

the key to the success of FX Airguns is an extremely simple

one. Fredrik is passionate about what he does and the air-

guns his company produces reflect that passion. Only the

very best is good enough for Fredrik Axelsson, and he

applies that standard to the needs of his customers.

Therefore, whilst the products may be hi-tech and clinically

efficient, the philosophy behind them is refreshingly tradi-

tional. I think that’s just about the perfect combination, really.

There has never been a better time to own a high quality

airgun. Thanks to pioneering inventors like Fredrik Axelsson,

airguns and their related products have progressed as

never before. These are genuine sporting arms, and fully

capable of true hunting performance. I’ve enjoyed a lifetime

of pleasure, challenge and satisfaction from my airguns and

I know that FX Airguns can provide the same for you.

AIR TO A GREAT TRADITION

Happy airgunning

Terry Doe

Terry Doe is a former European, U.S. and U.K. Field Target shooting champion, a prolific 
author on airgun-related subjects and a consultant for many of the U.K.’s airgun companies. 



A lightweight single shot rifle with few moving parts that settles for
many years of trouble free shooting. Available in lightweight synthetic
or walnut that fits both left and right hand shooters. Bolt action cocking
with safety mode Recoil free.

Cocking system Bolt action
Magazine type Single shot , no magazine
Stock Synthetic > Lightweight

Walnut ME > Adjustable recoil pad • Ambidextrous (left & right)
Calibre 5,5 (.22) Match or standard barrel

4,5 (.177) Match grade barrel

Barrel Lothar Walther > Match grade • Choked • Free floating • Length 500 mm
Pressure gauge No
Trigger Adjustable Match trigger (400-700 g)
Velocity Cal 5,5 (.22) 265 m/s • 870 ft/s

Cal 4,5 (.177) 300 m/s • 1000 ft/s
Energy Cal 5,5 (.22) 36 Joule • 27 ft/lbs

Cal 4,5 (.177) 24 Joule • 18 ft/lbs
Air capacity 180 cc
Air cylinder Not removable
Shot capacity Approx. 30 + at full power
Fill pressure Max 220 bar (3200 psi)
Safety Bolt action safety mode
Optics 11 mm dovetail for scope
Muzzle UNF
Length Synthetic 930 mm • Walnut ME 940 mm
Weight Synthetic 2,2 kg • Walnut ME 2,7 kg
Charging Quick charge system
Addition Shrouded barrel. Intergraded with barrel support.

Adds 100 mm on total length

Lightweight synthetic stock

Singel shot pellet tray

Bolt actions safety mode

Adjustable match trigger



Built on the base of the single shot typhoon action but modified so you

can fit the new 12 shot magazine. That you also find on the FX Revolution.

Available in synthetic or walnut that fits both left and right-hand shooters.

Bolt action cocking with safety mode. Recoil free.

Cocking system Bolt action
Magazine type Removable 12- shot magazine (16-shot when calibre 4,5 - .177)
Stock Synthetic > Lightweight

Walnut ME > Adjustable recoil pad • Ambidextrous (left & right)
Calibre 5,5 (.22) • 4,5 (.177)
Barrel Lothar Walther > Match grade • Choked • Free floating • Length 500 mm

Pressure gauge No
Trigger Adjustable match trigger (400-700 g)
Velocity Cal 5,5 (.22) 265 m/s • 870 ft/s

Cal 4,5 (.177) 300 m/s • 1000 ft/s
Energy Cal 5,5 (.22) 36 Joule • 27 ft/lbs

Cal 4,5 (.177) 24 Joule • 18 ft/lbs
Air capacity 180 cc
Air cylinder Not removable.
Shot capacity Approx. 30 + at full power
Fill pressure Max 220 bar (3200 psi)
Safety Bolt action safety mode
Optics 11 mm dovetail for scope
Muzzle 1/2” UNF
Length Synthetic 930 mm • Walnut ME 940 mm
Weight Synthetic 2,2 kg • Walnut ME 2,7 kg
Charging Quick charge system
Addition Shrouded barrel. Intergraded with barrel support

Adds 100 mm on total length

Magazine removed

Adjustable match trigger

Removable 12-shot magazine

Bolt action cocking system



Whispering barrel shroud

Adjustable rubber/recoilpad

Removable 12-shot magazine

Synthetic thumbhole stock

w h i s p e r

Cocking system Bolt action
Magazine type Removable 12-shot magazine (16 shot when calibre 4,5 - .177)
Stock Synthetic > Thumbhole • Adjustable recoil pad

Walnut ME > Thumbhole • Adjustable recoil pad
Calibre 5,5 (.22) • 4,5 (.177)
Barrel Lothar Walther > Match Grade • Choked • Length 500 mm

Pressure gauge No
Trigger Adjustable Match trigger (400 - 700 g)
Velocity Cal 5,5 (.22) 265 m/s • 870 ft/s

Cal 4,5 (.177) 300 m/s • 1000 ft/s
Energy Cal 5,5 (.22) 36 Joule • 27 ft/lbs

Cal 4,5 (.177) 24 Joule • 18 ft/lbs
Air capacity 180 cc
Air cylinder Not removable.
Shot capacity Approx. 30 + at full power
Fill pressure Max 220 bar (3200 psi)
Safety Bolt action safety mode
Optics 11 mm dovetail for scope
Muzzle Flat
Length Synthetic 1070 mm • Walnut ME 1070 mm
Weight Synthetic 3 kg  • Walnut ME 3,3 kg
Charging Quick charge system
Addition No

This rifles works as the T12 but with a highly restrained noise level.

A coll a boration between T12 function and the Monsoon style. Thum b -

hole stock available in Synthetic or Walnut. Bolt action cocking with

safety mode. Recoil free



Built in soft grip

Adjustable Match trigger 400- 700 g

Removable air cylinder

This rifle is equipped with straight pull cocking system with the possibility

to use the thumb to return cocking lever. Available in synthetic, beech or

walnut. The synthetic stock has built in soft grips. Patented power

adjuster that gives the rifle three different velocity settings. Recoil free.

Cocking system Straight pull with thumb return
Magazine type Removable 8-shot magazine
Stock Synthetic > Rubber recoil pad • Ambidextrous (left & right )

Soft grips
Walnut ME > Adjustable rubber recoil pad

Calibre 5,5 (.22) • 4,5 (.177)
Barrel Lothar Walther > Match Grade • Choked • Free floating

Length 500 mm

Pressure gauge Yes
Trigger Adjustable match trigger (400-700 g)
Velocity Adjustable in three steps

Cal 5,5 (.22) 185-225-280 m/s • 600-740-930 ft/s
Cal 4,5 (.177) 200-250-300 m/s • 650-820-1000 ft/s

Energy Cal 5,5 (.22) 20-30-45 Joule • 14-24-34 ft/lbs
Cal 4,5 (.177) 16-23-27 Joule • 12-17-20 ft/lbs

Air capacity 180 cc
Air cylinder Removable
Shot capacity Approx. 30 at full power
Fill pressure Max 220 bar (3200 psi )
Safety Manual
Optics 11 mm dovetail Scope mount
Muzzle 1/2” UNF
Length Synthetic 920 mm • Walnut ME 940 mm
Weight Synthetic 2,6 kg • Walnut ME 2,7 kg
Charging Quick charge system
Addition Shrouded barrel. Intergraded with barrelsupport. 

Adds 100 mm on total length

Straight pull cocking system with
thumb return



This rifle is equipped with straight pull cocking system with automatic

return (self closing biathlon style action). Equipped with thumbhole

stocks in synthetic or walnut. The synthetic stock is designed so that you

easily can attach a bipod, lamp etc. (weaver style accessory rail) and has

a built in magazine holder for up to three magazines. Patented power

adjuster that gives the rifle three different velocity settings. Recoil free.
Forend accessory rail

Cocking system: straight pull with
auto return

Velocity adjustable in three steps

Cocking system Straight pull with auto return
Magazine type Removable 8-shot magazine
Stock Synthetic > Thumbhole • Adjustable recoil pad

Forend accessory rail • Hole for 3 extra magazines
Walnut ME > Thumbhole • Adjustable recoil pad

Calibre 5,5 (.22) • 4,5 (.177)

Barrel Lothar Walther > Match grade • Choked • Free floating • Length 500 mm
Pressure gauge Yes
Trigger Adjustable match trigger (400-700 g)
Velocity Adjustable in three steps

Cal 5,5 (.22) 185-225-280 m/s • 600-740-930 ft/s
Cal 4,5 (.177)  200-250-300 m/s • 650-820-1000 ft/s

Energy Cal 5,5 (.22) 20-30-45 Joule • 14-24-34 ft/lbs
Cal 4,5 (.177) 16-23-27 Joule • 12-17-20 ft/lbs

Air capacity 180 cc
Air cylinder Removable
Shot capacity Approx. 30 at full power
Fill pressure Max 220 bar (3200 psi)
Safety Manual
Optics 11 mm dovetail Scope mount
Muzzle 1/2” UNF
Length Synthetic 920 mm • Walnut ME 940 mm 
Weight Synthetic 2,4 kg • Walnut ME 2,8 kg
Charging Quick charge system
Addition Shrouded barrel. Intergraded with barrelsupport. Adds 100 mm on total length

Hole for 3 extra magazines



d o u b l e a i r

This rifle holds an enormous amount of air! The air tanks are also fully

removable to make a neat package. It’s also equipped with the straight

pull cocking system with automatic return (self closing biathlon style action),

that you also find on the Cutlas pistol gripped synthetic stock with

adjustable bottle cover/cheek piece (length and angle). Patented power

adjuster that gives the rifle three different velocity settings. Recoil free.

Cocking system Straight pull with auto return
Magazine type Removable 8-shot magazine
Stock Synthetic > Adjustable recoil pad • Ambidextrous (left & right)

Adjustable bottle cover/cheek piece (length & angle)
Calibre 5,5 (.22) • 4,5 (.177)
Barrel Lothar Walther > Match grade • Choked • Free floating • Length 500 mm

Pressure gauge Yes
Trigger Adjustable match trigger (400-700 g)
Velocity Adjustable in three steps

Cal 5,5 (.22) 195-235-290 m/s • 630-770-950 ft/s
Cal 4,5 (.177) 200-250-300 m/s • 650-820-1000 ft/s

Energy Cal 5,5 (.22) 20-30-45 Joule • 14-24-34 ft/lbs
Cal 4,5 (.177) 16-23-27 Joule • 12-17-20 ft/lbs

Air capacity 645 cc
Air cylinder One 145 cc airtube in front and one 500 cc bottle at the back
Shot capacity Approx. 100 at full power
Fill pressure Max 220 bar (3200 psi)
Safety Manual
Optics 11 mm dovetail Scope mount
Muzzle 1/2” UNF
Length 950 mm
Weight 3,2 kg
Charging Quick charge system
Addition Shrouded barrel. Intergraded with barrelsupport.

Adds 100 mm on total length

Removable bottle

Straight pull with auto return

Adjustable bottle cover

Removable 8-shot magazine



The Revolution takes airguns to the next level with it’s fast-fire semi

automatic system. Wasted air is used to cycle the bolt and index the

magazine and along with a new 12-shot magazine it allows more shots

while reducing the time between shots to zero!  Due to the efficiency of

the semi automatic system it’s extremely quiet without the use of any

additional components. 

The manual bolt lever enables the rifle to be safely loaded and refilled

without any risk of misfire. Along the right side of the Revolution is a

cleverly designed safety that prevents the semi automatic rifle from firing.

The Revolution is sure to supply rapid fire enjoyment along with single

shot precision, and it stands alone with nothing in its class to compare

with. Ambidextrous synthetic stock with adjustable bottle cover/check

piece ( length/angle). Recoil free pneumatic air rifle.

Cocking system Semi automatic
Magazine type Removable 12-shot magazine
Stock Synthetic > Adjustable rubber recoil pad • Ambidextrous (left & right)

Adjustable bottle cover/cheek piece (length/angle)
Calibre 5,5 (.22)
Barrel Lothar Walther > Match grade • Choked • Length 500 mm
Pressure gauge Yes
Trigger Match trigger. Not adjustable.
Velocity 280 m/s - 930 ft/s
Energy 40 Joule - 32 ft/lbs
Air capacity 500 cc
Air cylinder Removable
Shot capacity Approx. 60 - 70 at full power
Fill pressure Max 220 bar (3200 psi)
Safety Manual
Optics 11 mm dovetail Scope mount
Muzzle 1/2” UNF
Length 102 mm
Weight 3,6 kg
Charging Quick charge system
Addition No

Removable air cylinder, capacity 500 cc

Semi automatic cocking system

Expansion chamber / Air return

Removable 12-shot magazine



Synthetic thumbhole stock

Manual safety

Expansion chamber/Air return

The Monsoon has a semi automatic system similar to the Revolution ,

which use wasted air to cycle the bolt and index the 12-shot magazine.

Due to the efficiency of the semi-automatic system, it’s extremely quiet

without the use of any additional components. The manual bolt lever

enables the rifle to be safely loaded and refilled without any risk of misfire.

The Monsoon is sure to supply rapid fire enjoyment along with single

shot precision. Thumbhole stock in synthetic with adjustable recoil pad.

Recoil free pneumatic air rifle.

Cocking system Semi automatic
Magazine type Removable 12-shot magazine (16-shot in calibre 4,5 - .177)
Stock Synthetic > Adjustable rubber recoil pad • Thumbhole

Walnut ME > Adjustable rubber recoil pad • Thumbhole

Calibre 5,5 (.22) • 4,5 (.177)
Barrel Lothar Walther > Match grade • Choked • Length 500 mm
Pressure gauge No
Trigger Match trigger, Not adjustable.
Velocity 5,5 (.22) 275 m/s - 920 ft/s

4,5 (.177) 300 m/s – 1000 ft/s
Energy 5,5 (.22) 40 Joule - 30 ft/lbs

4,5 (.177) 24 Joule - 18 ft/lbs
Air capacity 180 cc
Air cylinder Not removable
Shot capacity Approx. 30-40 at full power
Fill pressure Max 220 bar (3200 psi)
Safety Manual
Optics 11 mm dovetail scope mount
Muzzle Flat
Length Synthetic 1070 mm • Walnut ME  1070 mm
Weight Synthetic 3,1 kg • Walnut ME 3,4 kg
Charging Quick charge system
Addition No

Removable Magazine



Cocking system Straight pull with auto return
Magazine type Removable 8-shot magazine
Stock Synthetic > Adjustable recoil pad • Ambidextrous (left/right)

Adjustable bottle covercheek piece (length/angle)
Calibre 5,5 (.22) • 4,5 (.177)
Barrel Lothar Walther > Match grade • Choked • Free floating • Length 210 mm

Pressure gauge Yes
Trigger Adjustable match trigger (400-700 g)
Velocity Adjustable in three steps

Cal 5,5 (.22) 225 m/s • 740 ft/s
Cal 4,5 (.177) 240 m/s • 790 ft/s

Energy Cal 5,5 (.22) 25 Joule • 18 ft/lbs
Cal 4,5 (.177) 16 Joule • 12 ft/lbs

Air capacity 400 cc
Air cylinder 400 cc bottle
Shot capacity Approx. 200 at 12ft/lbs
Fill pressure Max 220 bar (3200 psi)
Safety Manual
Optics 11 mm dovetail scope mount
Muzzle 1/2” UNF
Length 640 - 720 mm
Weight 2,4 kg
Charging Quick charge system
Addition No

Match grade barrel

Muzzle thread for silencer

Removable air bottle

Delivered in a compact hard-case 

You could say that this is a Gladiator put on a diet. Delivered in a compact

hard-case. Just attach the rear tube/recoil pad. To the rifle and you’re

ready to go. Pistol gripped synthetic stock with adjustable bottle

cover/cheek piece (length/angle). Recoil free.



Removable air b0ttle, capacity 400 cc

Thumbhole stock

Luxurious woodwork in walnut or 
high quality synthetic.

Side lever cocking system

4 0 0

Cocking system Sidelever
Magazine type Removable 12-shot magazine (16 shot when calibre 4,5 - .177)
Stock Synthetic > Thumbhole. Adjustable recoil pad

Walnut ME > Thumbhole. Adjustable recoil pad
Calibre 5,5 (.22) • 4,5 (.177)

Barrel Lothar Walther > Match Grade • Choked • Length 500 mm
Pressure gauge Yes
Trigger Adjustable Match trigger (400-700 g)
Velocity 4,5 (.177) and 5,5 (.22) 300m/s -1000ft/s
Energy 5,5 (.22) 48 Joule -36 ft/lbs

4,5 (.177) 24 Joule - 18 ft/lbs
Air capacity 400 cc
Air cylinder Removable.
Shot capacity Approx. 60 at full power
Fill pressure Max 220 bar (3200 psi)
Safety Manual
Optics 11 mm dovetail for scope
Muzzle Shrouded
Length 1030 mm
Weight Synthetic 2,9 kg - Walnut 3,1 kg
Charging Quick charge system
Addition Pressure Regulator (available up to 24 Joule / 18 ft/lbs)

This is the latest creation with a robust mechanism and a new smooth

operating side lever cocking system. To guarantee maximum perform-

ance there is an integrated pressure regulator available as an option.

This specific model comes with a big 400 cc bottle in front to assure

many shot in every charge. Luxurious woodwork in walnut or high

quality synthetic. Shrouded muzzle assures quiet and non disturbing

shooting. Recoil free.



Cocking system Straight pull with thumb return
Magazine type Removable 8-shot magazine
Stock Walnut > Right-handed grip
Calibre 5,5 (.22) • 4,5 (.177)
Barrel Lothar Walther > Match grade • Choked • Free floating • Length 210 mm

Silenced/Shrouded 

Pressure gauge Yes
Trigger Adjustable match trigger (400-700 g)
Velocity Adjustable in three steps

Cal 5,5 (.22) 225 m/s • 740 ft/s
Cal 4,5 (.177) 240 m/s • 790 ft/s

Energy Cal 5,5 (.22) 28 Joule • 18 ft/lbs
Cal 4,5 (.177) 16 Joule • 12 ft/lbs

Air capacity 65 cc
Air cylinder Removable
Shot capacity Approx. 20 at full power
Fill pressure Max 220 bar (3200 psi)
Safety Manual
Optics 11 mm dovetail scope mount
Muzzle 1/2” UNF
Length 450 mm
Weight 1,45 kg
Charging Quick charge system
Addition No

This is our first pistol, built on the well known cyclone base. Equipped

with comfortable right handed pisto grip in walnut. Straight pull cocking

system on the left side of the system. Production model will also have

cheguering on the grips. Recoil free.

Removable 8-shot magazine

Walnut stock, right-handed grip

Quick charge system

Straight pull cocking system with
thumb return



accessories

Scopemounts
Sport Utility Rings have a unique wrap
around design, are available in 1 inch 
diameters, fits any scope size (low, medium
or high) and comes in matte black.

Addition
Shrouded barrel and barrel-
support. Available as addition
on some of the FX rifles.

FX optics 3-12 x44 ir/ao
Objective Lens Diameter 44 mm
Diopter Adjustment Range -2.0 / +2.0
Reticle Illuminated Red
Parallax 30 yds- infinity
Body Tube Diamater 25.4 mm
Total Length 412 mm
Total Weight 500 g
Lens Coating Fully Multi -coated

Single Scoped Rifle Case
Contoured recessed latches. Padlock tabs for added security Strong and ribbed construction. Inner dimension: 121 x 27 x 7 cm.



Barrel support
Requires newer version air cylinder
with raised section on end cap.
Available for standard (14 mm). 
barrel and shrouded versions 
(16 mm). Replacement end cap is
required if an older version of 
cylinder. Is to be used with barrel
support.

Tube extension
Add this to your existing airtube for
additional volume. Approximately
5- 10 more shots at high power.
45cc - 100 mm.

Charging kit
Complete charging device for your scuba tank.
Features: Pressure gauge, particle filter (replaceable),
and bleed valve.
Connections: Kevlar hose 0,5 m with 1/8” thread / 
FX Fill probe and DIN in scuba end.

Pump accessories
Various adapters DIN to 1/8”. External moisture trap,
easy to service and clean, 1/8” connections.

FX Magazines
Spare magazines in calibre 4,5 (.177) and 5,5 (.22).
State type of gun when ordering.

FX Pellets
High performance domed (round tip) 
air rifle pellets. Recommended for all 
FX products. 
Calibre: 5,52 (.22) 

weight 1,030 grams 
(16 grains)

Calibre: 4,52 (.177) 
weight 0,547 grams 
(8,44 grains)

FX Airtubes
Available for all guns with removable airtube.
Front tubes
240cc - 500 mm  • 185 cc - 390 mm  • 150cc - 320 mm
65cc - 140 mm  • 45cc - 100 mm
Rear bottles:
500 cc and 400 cc

Maximum fill pressure 220 bar.

FX Hand pumps
The easiest most convenient and affordable way to charge
your airguns. Patented three way system gives you 200 bar
with ease.   fill pressure 250 bar.
Features: Pressure gauge, moisture trap, particle filter
(replaceable), and bleed valve. 
Connections: DIN or Kevlar hose 0,5 m with 1/8” thread.

Tube clamp
Allows easy addition of a sling,
strap, bipod or other accessory
without any modification to the 
fore end of the stock.
Suitable for all airtubess with a
diameter of 33 mm.

Muzzle Flip 
Suits all FX Rifles with ½” thread on the muzzle.
Mounted as standard on the Verminator

Cleaning pellets
Recommended for all FX guns.
Outstanding cleaning without
damage to the barrel. Available in
4,5 (.177) and 5,5 (.22).



FAGERLID • SE - 548 92 HOVA • SWEDEN

INFO@FXAIRGUNS.COM • WWW.FXAIRGUNS.COM

WWW.FXAIRGUNS.COM
check out our website that will be continuously updated

with the latest news and downloads
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